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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY CHOICE ASSOCIATION
CHAPTER 3
GOING FORWARD UTILITY PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZATION
(Common Outline §III)

1
2

I.

3

SECURITIZATION AND ACTIVE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT WILL REDUCE
UNECONOMIC COSTS
The enormity of the utilities’ forecast procurement costs highlights the critical

4

need to manage portfolio exposure and PCIA-eligible costs. This testimony offers

5

proposals to reduce costs in three ways:

6
7
8



Securitization of UOG remaining in the PCIA-eligible portfolio for their
remaining services lives substantially reduces financing costs for the
assets.

9
10



Implementing a PPA buydown program and securitizing the up-front
buydown costs offers the potential for additional cost savings.

11
12
13



Improving forecasting and portfolio management can both reduce the
accumulation of new stranded costs and help maximize the value of the
existing portfolios.

14

These proposed changes carry potential benefit for all customers, whether served by

15

the utility, a CCA or an ESP.

16

II.

17

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING PORTFOLIOS
In Chapter 3, CalCCA presents specific proposals to achieve cost reductions and

18

improve the management and optimization in the utilities’ PCIA-eligible portfolios.

19

These proposals include measures to reduce costs charged to customers through

20

securitization of UOG, a voluntary “reverse auction” for existing PPA price reductions,

21

and redistribution of supply in the utilities’ portfolios based on a more robust focus on

22

prudent portfolio management principles and risk mitigation strategies.

23

To provide some overall context for portfolios currently held by the utilities that

24

would be impacted by CalCCA’s recommendation, we start by providing some specific

25

quantification of the elements and key characteristics of the portfolios for PG&E and

26

SCE. This will help frame up the size and scope of the portfolios of the generation
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1

volumes and costs in the respective portfolios so the nature of CalCCA’s proposals can

2

be better understood.

3
4
5
6
7

Our process to model and analyze the PG&E and SCE portfolios consisted of
several steps.
1) First, we developed long-term forward projections of PG&E’s and SCE’s
aggregate PCIA-eligible supply portfolios, based primarily on the “ALJ Data
Matrix” of projected data provided on March 2, 2018.

8
9
10
11
12

2) Then, we extended these projections out to 2030, in order to ensure that we
develop projections at least 10 years into the future starting in 2019, and then
elected to match the current 12-year planning horizon to 2030 of the
California Energy Commission’s recently-adopted 2017 Integrated Energy
Policy Report.

13
14
15
16

3) We supplemented the ALJ Data Matrix with other sources, primarily material
provided by the utilities under the Modified NDA, such as material provided
pursuant to the Meet & Confer process, data request responses, and
confidential utility resource planning and ERRA filings and workpapers.

17
18
19

4) We then segmented the portfolios into various relevant categories of resource
and product types (described further below) for purposes of understanding
the supply and costs characteristics of these categories.

20

The PG&E and SCE PCIA-eligible portfolios provided in the ALJ Data Matrix

21

submissions were segmented as follows:

22
23

A) First according to the resource ownership type, either UOG or generation by
others sold to the utilities under PPAs.

24
25
26

B) We then segmented the portfolios further into three key resource type
categories: RPS-eligible Energy, GHG-free Energy, and “Other” Energy
consisting of all other types including fossil-fueled generation sources.

27
28
29

C) Finally, we segmented the portfolio according to the assigned Vintage of each
resource. The current portfolio represents the 2018 Vintage, with appropriate
resources removed from earlier Vintages.

30

This segmentation permitted us to develop projections for the PG&E and SCE

31
32

PCIA-eligible portfolios. These projections include:
 Total Generation (in GWh)
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1

 Total Cost (in $)

2

 Market Value1 (in $)

3
4

 Net Cost (in $) — where Net Cost is calculated as Total Cost minus Market
Value

5

In considering alternative proposals to reduce excess volume and costs in the

6

utility portfolios, we analyzed the products and costs in those portfolios through 2030.

7

As an initial matter, we offer the following observations regarding the combined PCIA-

8

eligible portfolios of PG&E and SCE during the 12-year period of 2019-2030, which are

9

supported by the charts below (Figures 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3):

10
11
12

1) Annual average Total Generation volumes of approximately 70,000 GWh/year
represent about 45% of the total service territory load of the two utilities
(Bundled and Departing load combined).

13
14

2) The Total Cost of this generation is nearly $6.3 billion/year, at an average unit
cost of about $90/MWh.

15
16
17
18
19
20

3) RPS-eligible Energy from PPAs contributes about 53% of the Total
Generation and 65% of the Total Costs in the portfolios, while GHG-free
Energy from UOG resources (primarily nuclear and hydro) represents 39% of
the Total Generation and 27% of the Total Costs in the portfolios (combined
these two Resource Type categories represent 91% of the Total Generation
and Total costs of the combined portfolios).

21
22
23

4) We project approximately $28 billion in Net Costs (when valued using the
current 2018 market-price benchmark values) of which RPS-eligible PPAs
contribute 71% and GHG-free UOG contributes 20%.

24

Consistent with these quantitative metrics, CalCCA’s portfolio optimization and

25

cost reduction proposals will focus on solutions that deal specifically with the primary

26

drivers of costs in the portfolios: RPS-eligible PPAs and GHG-free nuclear and hydro

27

UOG facilities.

1

For illustrative purposes throughout this testimony, the baseline “market value” of each
portfolio element is calculated using the applicable market-price benchmark adopted in the 2018
ERRA proceeding and currently effective for 2018.
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1

Figure 3-1

2

3
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1

Figure 3-2

2

3
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1

Figure 3-3
PG&E 2019-2030 Net Costs ($Billon)

SCE 2019-2030 Net Costs ($Billion)
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2
3
4

III.

REDUCE PORTFOLIO COSTS THROUGH SECURITIZATION OF UTILITY
OWNED GENERATION

5

A.

Overview of Proposal

6

Proceeds from the sale of securitized bonds provide a source of capital that can

7

be used by the utilities at a much lower cost than typical utility financing. CalCCA has

8

evaluated two potential uses for securitized bonds as a means of reducing bundled

9

customers uneconomic costs, providing direct savings to bundled customers: (a) paying

10

off existing utility investment in their generation rate base (UOG securitization) and

11

(b) providing funds to pay generators in exchange for reductions in PPA prices (contract

12

buy down).

13

With UOG securitization, CalCCA proposes to raise capital through a bond

14

issuance sufficient to repay the utilities for their remaining investment in their generation

15

facilities, the generation rate base: approximately $4.2 billion for PG&E and $1.5 billion

16

for SCE. The current revenue requirements associated with the rate base

17

(depreciation, WACC and taxes on income) would be replaced by the lower interest and

18

principal payments on the securitized bonds. This can provide an initial decrease in the
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1

amount charged to bundled customers of over 50%. In addition to the direct savings to

2

bundled customers, the reduction in generation revenue requirements will also reduce

3

the forecasted uneconomic costs of the utilities' generation portfolios, thereby reducing

4

the PCIA. CalCCA proposes to securitize the rate base of all UOG intended to remain

5

in the utilities’ PCIA-eligible portfolio for their remaining service lives. The benefits,

6

calculated by Paul Sutherland of Saber Partners (Exhibit 3-A), have a net present value

7

of $1.3 billion for PG&E and $589 million for SCE.

8

Securitization would not change the ownership or operation of the facilities. They

9

would continue to be owned and operated by the utilities. The bonds would only pay off

10

current rate base. Additional costs of the generation plants, fuel, O&M, A&G and capital

11

additions, would continue to be addressed in standard Commission proceedings and

12

recovered under standard Commission revenue recovery methods. There would be no

13

prepayment of capital additions.

14

Securitization, in general, and securitization of UOG is explored in detail in the

15

testimony of Paul Sutherland, Barry Abramson, Joseph Fichera and Hyman

16

Schoenblum, attached as Exhibits 3-A through 3-D.

17
18

IV.

19

REDUCE PORTFOLIO COSTS THROUGH A VOLUNTARY, SECURITIZED
REVERSE RFO PROGRAM FOR BUYDOWN OF PCIA-ELIGIBLE PPAs
A potential means of reducing the uneconomic costs associated with the utilities'

20

RPS-eligible PPAs is to pay willing generators an up-front lump sum in exchange for

21

reducing the contract price for generation in future years, i.e. buying down the contract

22

price. Generators may be willing to provide a significant reduction in the contract costs,

23

if they place a higher value than the utilities' ratepayers do on an immediate cash
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1

payment rather than earn contracted revenues over time, i.e., if the generators have a

2

higher discount rate for discounting future cash flows than utility ratepayers.

3

For example, a reduction of $100 million/year for 20 years in contract payments

4

provides ratepayers with a $2 billion nominal savings over the 20 years. Using an

5

illustrative discount rate based on the utilities’ weighted average cost of capital

6

(currently 7.69% for PG&E and 7.61% for SCE) the $2 billion nominal reduction would

7

have a value of approximately $1 billion to utility ratepayers on a discounted net present

8

value basis. If the generator has a higher discount rate, for example, 9%, it would

9

attribute a discounted NPV of the same reduction at just $900 million, allowing for a

10

potential reduction of $100 million in ratepayer costs on a present value basis. Discount

11

rates of 10% and 12% show a potential reduction of $850 million and $750 million

12

respectively compared to the utilities’ weighted cost of capital. This disparity in buyer

13

and seller discount rates provides potential opportunities for mutually beneficial,

14

voluntary contract buydown transactions for existing RPS-eligible PPAs.

15

Certain concerns must be addressed by a buydown solution. First, ratepayers

16

may raise concerns about leaving the utility in a position to negotiate a transaction

17

without clear guidance and boundaries. Limiting the scope of negotiation to price

18

reduction per kWh, while possibly reducing potential gains, limits utility discretion and

19

gives greater visibility to the degree of success. Second, the potential value in a

20

buydown program is unknown because the discount rates used by generators are

21

unknown and vary by generator. Consequently, generators may be in a position to offer

22

less in the way of discounts than anticipated in a preliminary analysis. Third, generators

23

may fear being compelled to modify their existing contracts – a problem that can be
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1

solved by making participation in the buydown process strictly voluntary. Finally,

2

counterparty credit and performance risks would tend to increase if a seller is paid up

3

front, which may need to be addressed.

4

A reverse Request for Offers mechanism offers a reasonable approach that

5

could minimize concerns in the quest for generator discounts. The reverse RFO would

6

need to be guided by metrics and parameters set by the Commission, such as setting a

7

floor on buydown value. The Commission would also identify an amount of funding

8

available for the RFO to buy down contract prices. The utility would issue an RFO

9

soliciting proposals from generators for contract price reductions. The generators

10

offering the largest NPV discounts per dollar of upfront funding, perhaps subject to a

11

floor set by the Commission, would be awarded a buydown. This approach addresses

12

potential concerns with a buydown program: participation by the generators is

13

voluntary, utilities are not required to negotiate discounts, and generators must compete

14

with each other to ensure they are one of the winning bids, assuring reasonable

15

discounts. Evaluations of potential PPA buydown securitization opportunities

16

supporting this proposal is attached as Confidential Exhibit 3-E.

17

Securitization of contract buydown costs could increase the potential for

18

ratepayer savings with buydowns by allowing the up-front payment to be financed at a

19

rate much lower than the utilities' weighted cost of capital, 3% to 4% compared to 7.5%.

20

For example, there would be more value to negotiate with a developer discount rate of

21

15% and a utility securitized debt rate of 4% than there would be if the delta for

22

negotiation was the difference between that developer’s discount rate and the utility’s

23

weighted average cost of capital.
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1
2

V.

3

REDUCE STRANDED COST RISK AND PORTFOLIO COSTS THROUGH
IMPROVED PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND UPDATED GUIDANCE
The applicable cost-recovery provisions implemented by AB 117 permit

4

allocation of cost responsibility to departing CCA/DA customers only to the extent

5

portfolio costs are “unavoidable.” Only in understanding the ways in which the utility is

6

managing its portfolio on an ongoing basis and in consideration of all customers’

7

interests, can the Commission determine which costs are unavoidable and incurred on

8

behalf of or are “attributable” to departing CCA/DA customers. CalCCA believes that it

9

is appropriate to highlight a few key areas in which greater vigilance going forward is

10

warranted to deal adequately with the significant Net Costs in their PCIA-eligible

11

portfolios. Indeed, it is the prudent management of risks and uncertainties on behalf of

12

customers, and the appropriate attribution of those costs to customers, that provide a

13

framework under which cost-of-service regulation and the returns earned by IOUs from

14

customers can be justified.

15

Despite awareness in 2002 that CCAs presented departing load risk to the

16

utilities, no departing load was forecast by PG&E until 2010 and by SCE until 2015;

17

neither utility performed stochastic modeling forecasts for departing load until 2016 or

18

later.2 Failing to forecast departing load in the early years of CCA growth may have

19

directionally overstated PG&E’s need for RPS supplies. Moreover, despite substantial

20

actual and planned CCA departing load, PG&E and SCE have made only limited efforts

21

to market excess or high-priced supply to mitigate uneconomic costs in the PCIA-

22

eligible portfolio.

2

See Confidential Exhibit 3-F.
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1

The Scoping Memo makes clear that this proceeding is not about revisiting past

2

Commission prudency decisions.3 Understanding how the utilities have managed

3

through the initial stage of CCA growth, however, can inform future policies. CalCCA

4

proposes the following guidance to manage portfolio risk – on behalf of both bundled

5

and departed customers – going forward.

6



Require risk mitigation in departing load forecasting.

7
8
9



Market products in the utility portfolio, including supply excess and, as
proposed in Chapter 4, a Staggered Portfolio Auction of GHG-free Utility
Owned Generation and RPS PPAs.

10
11
12



Recognize and respond to opportunities to modify existing contracts to
reduce cost exposure for all customers and address the vintaging of those
contracts when procurement decisions are renewed.

13

Implementing these and other portfolio management objectives identified in this

14

proceeding will reduce costs for all customers.

15

A.

Require Risk Mitigation in Departing Load Forecasting

16

Reasonably forecasting departing load can play a foundational role in avoiding

17

unnecessary procurement and inappropriate attribution of the costs resulting from that

18

procurement. If the utility anticipates that load will be departing and responds

19

reasonably, it will mitigate the risk of excess long-term procurement in its portfolio,

20

which in turn will minimize stranded assets and above-market costs. Failure to

21

sufficiently recognize the departing load risk directionally results in over-procurement.

22
23

Yet, despite AB 117’s enactment in 2002, the Commission’s 2005 decision
emphasizing the utilities’ obligations relating to departing load forecasting4 and CCAs

3

Scoping Memo at 19 (The scope does not “include revisiting prior Commission
determinations regarding the reasonableness of the IOUs’ past procurement actions.”).
4
D.05-12-041 at 31-32 states: “In all cases, the utility must reasonably manage
procurement consistent with Section 366.2, which provides that CCAs must assume only the
P a g e | 3-11

1

first serving customers as far back as 2010, the utilities appear to have only very

2

recently started to take a more proactive approach to incorporating uncertainty and risk

3

mitigation when forecasting departed load.

4

Did the decisions that resulted from this load forecasting approach result in

5

procurement commitments and associated costs that are reasonably attributable to

6

departing load? Could these costs have been avoided by better forecasting and more

7

prudent portfolio management? Are there efforts the utilities could or should have made

8

to mitigate any identified risk of over-procurement, or did relying on backward looking

9

load migration estimates serve to realize the risk? CalCCA did not undertake an

10

assessment of the impact of prior forecasting methodologies in this proceeding in light

11

of Scoping Memo limitations on revisiting prior decisions. Going forward, however, the

12

Commission should provide a forum for a more expansive and meaningful annual

13

review of portfolio cost mitigation measures where affected stakeholders engage to hold

14

the utilities accountable for their portfolio management decisions.

15
16

A good starting point for considering these issues from a more current posture is
SCE’s description of its approach to departing load forecasting:5

17
18
19



Before 2016, a specific CCA was excluded from SCE’s bundled service forecast
only upon the occurrence of: 1) start of CCA service or 2) filing of a binding
notice of intent, based on CPUC decisions issued in 2005 and 2008.

20
21



In 2016, SCE added a third criterion for excluding a specific potential CCA from
SCE’s bundled service forecast: participation in the CPUC’s RA proceeding.

"net unavoidable costs" of utility power procurement. While we recognize the uncertainties the
utilities face in trying to forecast load loss prior to receiving a CCA's binding commitment, we
also believe the utility should take reasonable steps to plan for that contingency, for example, by
reducing long-term commitments until a CCA's plans are assured.”
5
Non-confidential version of R.17-06-026 SCE Load Forecast (retail at ISO), March 2,
2018.
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1
2

SCE relies solely on that three-point criteria for forecasting CCA departing load in
the first two years of the forecast period.


3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Beyond the first two years, SCE runs a Monte Carlo simulation of expected CCA
load departure to forecast its remaining bundled service load. Each city in SCE’s
service territory is assigned a probability of departure based on its level of
interaction with SCE’s Customer Choice Services organization, including a
request for historical load data, the passing of a municipal ordinance, and the
execution of an SCE application package. SCE uses the Monte Carlo Simulation
to generate a range of potential outcomes. The Monte Carlo simulation runs
iteratively for 10,000 times and performs random draws among all cities (except
for cities who already departed) for each year based on the probability
distribution. Based on the 10,000 run outcomes, SCE then selects the 50th
percentile (Expected Value) outcome for each year to represent SCE’s forecast
of total departing load. The simulation currently assumes the independence of
each city’s departure.

16

PG&E likewise has more recently adopted a stochastic modeling approach to

17

forecasting departing load.6

18

While these changes are a step in the right direction, a more aggressive

19

approach to forecasting should be pursued in light of the current risk of load departures

20

resulting from CCA formation. At a minimum, rather than relying on Expected Value

21

from stochastic models, departing load should be forecast looking at the “tail” risk in the

22

probability distribution.7 Forecasting departing load more aggressively presents little

23

risk to the portfolio, particularly under today’s circumstances where the utilities hold

24

RPS resources in excess of their bundled load needs.

25
26

B.

27

A readily available means of mitigating uneconomic costs is to more actively

28

Actively Market Portfolio Resources Under Reasonable Terms and
Conditions to Reduce Uneconomic Costs

monetize the PCIA portfolio. CalCCA’s review indicates that the utilities have

6

See Confidential Exhibit 3-F.
With significant likelihood of more CCA departure, portfolio flexibility should be a key
element of IOU resource planning to avoid unnecessary costs resulting from over-procurement.
7
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1

periodically offered and sold products into the market at limited levels and primarily for

2

short periods into the future. However, the data contained in Confidential Exhibit 3-G,

3

indicate that the utilities have recently begun to engage in more forward sales of

4

products in the market. Moreover, that same data indicates that these more recent

5

forward sales, often for longer periods into the future, have attracted higher prices than

6

the earlier, shorter-term sales. Our proposal in Chapter 4 for a Staggered Portfolio

7

Auction takes this notion much further, monetizing a significant portion of the PCIA-

8

eligible portfolio.

9

Regardless of the means by which the resources are offered, the terms and

10

conditions of the offers must be developed in a way that is most likely to maximize the

11

interest of the market (including CCAs) and thereby maximize the value of the offering.

12

Interest in the auction will be influenced by the way in which products are offered,

13

including:

14

 The number of projects/contracts and type of resources being offered.

15
16

 Timing of RFO issuance and bid due dates relative to ongoing procurement
schedules.

17
18
19

 Product structure, e.g., allowing for fixed price contracts with specified or
preferred hourly delivery profiles to allow participants to capture the energy value
for load hedging.

20
21
22

 Scope of information provided to develop detailed analysis of specific projects,
e.g., information on P-Node locations to garner premiums based on geographic
preferences, congestions issues, etc.

23

The utilities should solicit input from potential market participants to ensure ratepayers

24

receive the highest price for the products offered to the market.
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1

C.

Recognize and Address Evolving Contract Opportunities

2

Procurement costs do not become unavoidable forever simply because a project

3

has been approved by the Commission. Rather, questions must be answered as to

4

whether the utility acted reasonably in maintaining or extending the contractual

5

commitment over the life of the project, in keeping the resource, and whether it has

6

done so to address future bundled load needs. Without such evidence, such costs

7

cannot be deemed unavoidable and attributable to departing CCA load, or properly

8

assigned to any particular vintage of departing load.

9

Changing conditions and excess procurement highlight the importance of

10

continual review of existing contracts. The history of PG&E’s PPA with the Topaz solar

11

facility illustrates one such opportunity that is instructive for evaluating the impact of

12

departing load on procurement decisions and cost attribution.

13
14



PG&E originally signed a contract with Topaz in July of 2008 for a
550 MW solar facility with a 20-year term.

15
16



The same year in which this contract was originally signed, Marin
Energy Authority (now Marin Clean Energy) formed.

17
18
19



According to PG&E Advice Letter 3514-E, in the spring of 2009, First
Solar notified PG&E that Topaz, its wholly-owned subsidiary, would not
be able to perform under the PPA due to project cost increases.

20
21
22



In 2009, CCA measures were being considered in several areas inside
PG&E's service region, but PG&E did not appear to reduce its sales
forecast for potential departing CCA load.

23
24
25
26
27



In 2009, despite the imminent formation of Marin Clean Energy and
other burgeoning CCA activity, PG&E opted to negotiate new terms
with Topaz, including an extension of the term and a substantial cost
increase. The negotiated amendment price was above the relevant
Market Price Referent.

28
29
30



Meanwhile, by December of 2009, Marin Clean Energy had submitted
its Community Choice Aggregation Implementation Plan and
Statement of Intent to the Commission.
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1
2
3
4
5



The decision by PG&E to renegotiate and continue with the Topaz
contract at a minimum should have triggered a new date for vintaging
the Topaz plant. Load that had departed or served notice of departure
should not have been tied to the decision to continue with the
construction of this above market price facility.

6

CalCCA acknowledges that this contract and its amendment were approved by both

7

PG&E and the Commission. CalCCA also acknowledges that the increased costs

8

agreed to in the amendment may have appeared reasonable at the time in light of

9

PG&E’s unrevised forecasted RPS need and RFO pricing. Nonetheless, this scenario

10

illustrates an example of an opportunity for PG&E to reevaluate or exit a contract due to

11

changing circumstances, the result of which would have been to: (1) exclude that

12

resource from the PCIA; (2) obviate the need to deal with excess long-term RPS

13

procurement; and (3) reduce costs for PG&E’s own customers.

14

Under conditions like this, departing load vintages require modification. If the

15

utility is presented with an opportunity to end an existing contract obligation, that

16

opportunity should mark a new procurement date because that procurement decision

17

would not have been made on behalf of previously departed or imminently departing

18

customers. Continuing to rely on the initial execution date to vintage the contract fails to

19

acknowledge when an irrevocable decision has been made on behalf of a customer and

20

the costs become “unavoidable.”

21

VI.

CONSISTENCY WITH OVERALL GOAL AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES

22

CalCCA’s recommendations to reduce costs through PPA buydown,

23

securitization and portfolio management are consistent with the Scoping Memo’s

24

guiding principles.

25
26

Prevent Cost Shifts. Improvements in departing load forecasting and contract
administration processes are specifically focused to ensure that the utilities’ actions
P a g e | 3-16

1

result in the elimination of avoidable costs, inappropriate attribution of costs and the

2

cost shifts that result from such errors.

3

Transparent and Verifiable. Developing expressly stated and Commission-

4

approved portfolio optimization policies and guidelines provides increased transparency

5

and validation in an area which has been difficult for CCAs and other parties to

6

penetrate.

7

Reasonably Predictable Outcomes. The implementation of a greater structure

8

to portfolio optimization expectations will help provide greater understanding and

9

predictability of future outcomes for the utilities, for the Commission, and for CCAs and

10
11

other stakeholders.
Preserve all Short, Medium and Long-Term Value. We envision portfolio

12

optimization improvements that will not just preserve, but will enhance, value for utilities

13

and their customers.

14

Complement CCAs’ Procurement, Goals and Needs. Improvements in utility

15

portfolio optimization will increase CCAs’ discretion and flexibility in exercising their

16

procurement responsibilities.

17

Unreasonable Obstacles Avoided. There are no unreasonable outcomes

18

created with CalCCA’s proposals to enhance the utilities’ portfolio optimization

19

processes.

20

Include Only Legitimately Unavoidable Costs and Reflect the Value

21

Benefits of Departing Customers. CalCCA’s recommendations focus squarely on

22

addressing a gap in existing policies and guidelines which exacerbate departing
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1

customers’ current and prospective exposure to costs that can be avoided and may not

2

be properly attributable to them.

3

Respect the Terms of Existing PPAs. The CalCCA proposal expressly

4

preserves the terms and conditions of existing PPAs but should provide more direction

5

around expectations for how the utilities will enter into and administer those

6

agreements, including incentivizing the utilities to exercise their contractual rights when

7

appropriate to minimize costs for all customers.
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